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TILLY TECH IN FULL SWING...
(BTCC) Once again the Senior Class will be presenting the tooth ’n
dagger battle between Tech’s clubs and organizations. This battle is
also known as Tilly Tech.
What exactly is Tilly Tech? It’s a way a club can prove its status on

BROOKLYN
BRIDGE
A BOMB?

campus. Tilly Tech is a girl sponsored by a club to represent it ina

Tilly Tech contest. She must be a full-time student not necessarily
belonging to her sponsoring club.

by TOM DODD
(BTCC)
-When
the
Brooklyn Bridge was brought to
this campus for a concert
criticism arose among

PAT PETKASH

JACKIE RANDALL

Why do we have a Tilly Tech? For several reasons. Just think —
now you can spend that extra change from your lunch instead of
dropping it all over the cafe floor, and at the same time vote for
your favorite club and favorite gal. And guess who receives the
money. The Senior Class, who in turn will contribute all the money
to its community project.

SUE ARCHIE

TERRY CRAVER

So get going, students. The voting will be in the cafe January 6
thru 10, and the crowning of Tilly Tech will be January 11 during
the dance after the basketball game. It’s time to prove your club’s
status on campus.

Beginning January 6 there will be jars in the Student Center cafe
for each Tilly Tech entree, and they’ll remain there each day, under
her picture, through January 10. Your club and entree wins if she
has the most money in her jar. That’s all there is to it! Anyone can
vote as often as they want and for a much as they want. And even if
you don’t belong in a club, you can pick your favorite gal and give

her some support.

the ranks

of the more sophisticated members of the student body about
the money and time “‘wasted” on
an unpromising,
second class
group. Since the release of their
latest record, “The Worst That
Can Happen,” I doubt that this
area can afford to bring the
group back.

Jim Webb, who also wrote
“MacArthur Park,” “Up, Up and
Away,” “‘By the Time I Get to
Phoenix,” etc., has composed a
power-packed, lyrical ballad that
the Bridge handle excellently,
both
in
the
vocal
and
instrumental departments, giving
the song merit in depth of
meaning and quality of dance

appeal.

Within a week
of the _

records release, ‘and well into the

following

two weeks, according

to the Gavin Report, the “single
has been getting more
sales,
requests and air play than any

LINDA SWARTZ

other single record.” As further —
proof of the group’s and the
song’s success, you might sit in
the S.U.B. for an hour and
compare the frequency of “The
Worst That Can Happen” to any
other song that might be played.
“The Worst That Can Happen”
to this song is that it might be
worn out quickly by a hung-up

sie: WESTGATE

VISTA REVIEWED.
RUTH GDOVIN

ANN GOUGHARY

The week prior to exams every club and organization on campus
received an explanation on Tilly Tech and a chance to enter
someone.
oe ae These are the 12 candidates this year with their respective
Sue Archie-MO69-Medical Office

E
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by JEANNE MARIE FLYNN (BTCC)
The world, by this time, is familiar with America’s good-will-to-all

organization — the Peace Corps. A group’ of citizens that ee
@uite
phe zs
a
ae
at oa
VISTA.as well
The known
objectives
of Moluntaer
this domestic
ee Sige
and
the

requirements

ees

of its participants

ignorance, and filth IN YOUR OWN COUNTRY.

VISTA

zeroes

in

on

the

sections of the United States
that are not examples of the
American Way of Life. VISTA’s
volunteers
attempt to correct

the appalling problems of these
areas.

They are not armed

with

Diane Vincenec-SC 69 F.S.A. (Not Pictured)

-pe

Sueue

idealistic goals. There must be

W Westgate-LA69-S
LA69-Ski

ki Cl Club
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these
realism
enough
among
volunteers,
however,
to
recognize that the problems of
society’s unfortunates are as old
as this nation. The volunteer
deals in portions, not wholes.

His is a position of contribution
to a goal that may never be
achieved.
Most of the volunteers leave
backgrounds
that are
middle
class.
They
have
never
encountered
two
or
three
families sharing one apartment.
They have not, as yet, been

JEANIE KOYTEC

(BTCC) — Interested in Judo? The Santo Judo Club may
form a chapter on our campus providing interest is shown.

‘For

more

information

check

with

Mr.

Personnel Office, Administration Building.
:

Mac.,

the Peace

Corps, with one exception: The VISTA volunteer fights disease,

Terry Craver-LA70—Freshman Steering Committee
Ruth Gdovin-LA69-—Senior Class
Ann Goughary—SC69—Newman Club
Sue Jenner-DH69-Dental Hygiene Association
Jeanine Koytek-SC69-Circle K
Donna Medionte-BT 69-CAMS (Not Pictured)
Pat Petkash-LA70-Camera Club
Jackie Randall-LA69-Senior Leaders
Linda Swartz-LA69-Student Council

SUE JENNER

are similar to those o

EERE:

Student

introduced

to outright hostility.

They are not in any way familiar
with the life they will live for
the next year or more. In fact,
the average VISTA volunteer can
not believe that society could

swing

so

low

American society.
As a result, the

volunteer

is

7

—

especially
task

doubled.

of the

For

fighting ignorance

and

poverty

for the relief of human suffering
reveals
itself at
first as a

romantic

adventure.

One

envisions himself as a sterling
silver
humanitarian
stalking
through the decay of a city

Deieering , fs teat pounding

Tendition

Dream.”

o

e

are

both

that

neither

typical

I

the

some of the material depression
within her own borders. She is
so preoccupied with playing Big
Brother to the world that she

pela

I am

the

of

forenamed programs are older
than VISTA, I am convinced
that one of America’s biggest
hang-ups is failing to face up to

and

his job
deals with
urgency,
necessity, and-at the same time patience. If there is an adjective
descriptive enough for this work,
it is “frustrating.”
It is impossible to evaluate
VISTA without considering the
environment
within
which
it
works.
One
of the
most
surprising facts about VISTA is
that the American people know
very little or nothing about this

The

:
while

Re Srice her
:

circumstances nor purposes of
the VISTA volunteer. Rather,

organization.

hd
n

m possible

But romanticism

glamour

Tt
organizations.

realize

sure

own

f

that

right now

someone reading this article is
thinking, “The United States,
being the world leader that she
is, must accept the responsibility
of caring for the less fortunate

peoples of the world.” This is a
highly

commendable

concept.

But as long as there are cold and
hungry
Americans
who
are
trapped in their destitution, how
can we assume the position of
International
Innkeeper?
Charity, I am afraid, must begin
at home. Manpower must be
spent first in America. I do

fealize

that

there

are

many

Tesponse to the question, “‘what
do you think of VISTA?” is
either “Vista who?” or “I don’t
know very much about that.”
Yet, the same people can tell

programs in existance within the
United States for the betterment
of this nation. But obviously,
there is a need for more of these
institutions. I cannot consider

you everything about CARE or

spending a cent or aman abroad

the Peace Corps right down to
the
addresses
of
the

headquarters
=

of

é

While AMERICANS
hunger.

these
7h.

suffer bem

_ (Continued on Page 2)—
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The editorial of the November

27th issue of Tech Talk

< concerned itself with the power phenomenon which has
< arisen within the last few years. The theme of. that
editorial dealt with the thirst for power and the inability
to quench that thirst. Realizing the enormity of the topic
into which I have delved, and also recognizing its
importance within our society, I wish to clarify and
perhaps expound upon the theory presented in that
1969
TECH
T.— editorial.
~
I firmly
believe in providing equal rights and
opportunities for all people. The need for brotherhood is
one that I can emphatically appreciate. There is no doubt
in my mind but that students should help determine the
rules and functions of their particular educational
institutions. But then I glance at a newspaper and read “3
Thursday,
January
9 Dead, 8 Injured in City Riot.” I take a long hard look at
the world in which I live and see a definite rot in the moral
foundation of society. I turn on the radio and learn that a
large
university
must
be
closed
because
of
Student-Faculty-Administration
conflict.
All
these
situations present themselves so vividly and while my
beliefs remain intact, I cannot fail to question the methods
of their accomplishment. I do not feel that organizations
designed simply to achieve power are the answer to the
problems of man. The consequences of these movements
have demonstrated repeatedly the shallowness of the
slogan “Power.”
Another injustice I detect within the power movements
lies in the misconceptions
and allusions that the
participants of these groups possess. There exists, in most
men, a need to feel important and to be authoritative.
Reality usually deals with this urge and forces one to
recognize that not all men are destined to lead and govern.

However, when a group of people who are overwhelmed
with the urge to be powerful are campaigning for a
particular power, common sense vanishes and a lust for
power occurs. Francis Bacon wrote that ‘the desire of
power in excess caused the angels to fall.”” An obsession
with power manifested by everyone could very well cause
a chaotic situation resembling anarchy. Even if we are not
satisfied with conditions as they are, there is no progress in
Compitte 1c. “vider.

;

But aside from the assumption that each participant of
the power movement envisions himself to actually be in a
position of power, there is a graver consequence involved.
For along with the desire to empower a particular idea
must always be a willingness to accept the responsibility
attached to the authority. The cry for “Power” is
reproduced on such stereophonic equipment that no one
seems to have considered what we are going to do with all
this power. Perhaps an achievement of power for one
group will mean the exclusion of the same for another.
To call attention to the problems and crises of
civilization is necessary. But if we are to indeed remain
“Civilized”,

we

must

consider

PRESIDENT
TYRRELL
WRITES. . .

the means

by which

we

obtain solutions to these problems. There must be a
willingness to evaluate and reason intelligently. For
although the goals and ideals of a society rest with the

governed, it is imperative that the governed revere their
goals by an honorable attainment.

Broome Technical Community
College has discontinued
the
practice of sending Christmas
cards.
Not
because
college
officials
feel
any
the
less
“Christmasy” at this time of the
year; but because they believe
that

the

better

money

use

can

the

be put to

form

of

scholarships,
according
President Cecil C. Tyrrell.

to

President

in

Tyrrell

made

this

explanation
to
the
college’s
many friends in the community
and elsewhere in the academic
world in a letter that was mailed
out a few days ago. The letter
read as follows:
To Our Friends:
We are pleased to announce
that the College is following the
example of some of our local
industries which have stopped
sending Christmas cards or giving
gifts to employees or customers.
Instead
they
contribute
a
significant amount each year to
the
Broome
Technical
Community College Foundation
for scholarships.
This does not mean that we
believe any less in the joys of
Christmas. We do think of our
many friends at this happy time
of the year, but we feel that
there is a greater benefit in
giving
scholarships
and
grants-in-aid to young men and
women for a college education.
With Sincere
Best Wishes
Cecil C. Tyrrell,
President
Broome Technical
Community College
The
Fairbanks
Co.
«in

Binghamton, for example, began
this practice a few years ago and
has since become one of the
largest donors to the Broome

Tech
Foundation.
It gives
$2,500 annually in the form of
five awards of $400 each for
scholarships, the recipients of
which
are
selected
by
the
college’s scholarship committee,
and $500 which is contributed
to the foundation for general

purposes.
“We certainly believe that the
Fairbanks Co. has made a wise
decision in deciding to use that
money for scholarships instead
of for Christmas gifts,” college
president Tyrrell said. “So we
decided to do the same thing.
“We don’t give Christmas gifts,
as the Fairbanks Co. did. But we

have built up a fairly sizeable list
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of people, companies, colleges
and organizations to whom we
send Christmas cards each year.
“We think they'll agree with us
that the money can be better
used
to help
young
people
finance their college education.
We also hope some of them will
follow
this
example,
which
expresses the spirit of Christmas
too, although in a different —
more tangible — way,” he said.

Vista —
(Continued from Page 1)
This is where we can be proud
of
this
organization
called
VISTA.
For
although
her

Jeanne Flynn takes position as new Associate Editor.

LETTERStoEDITOR
All letters to the editor are encouraged and welcomed.
The editor
recommends that all letters should be limited
to 300 words,

typewritten

and

double-spaced.

Sir:

After reading ‘Readers Digest
Views SDS” in the November

14, 1968

issue of Tech Talk, I

find it necessary to make the
following comments. Not being
an avid
Reader’s Digest
enthusiast, I have not read Mr.
Methvin’s complete article and
will
therefore
restrict
my
comments
to the Tech Talk
article.
The article seems to be a
Tesponse to the formation of an

SDS

chapter on ‘campus.

More

TO THE EDITOR:
It appears to me that some
people live quite a sheltered life.

May I remind these people that
this is supposed to be a college
campus,
and
if a
college
newspaper
cannot
be liberal

enough to use common, perhaps
slightly pungent phraseology to
relate an idea to the reader, we
may as well crawl in a corner
and block our eyes to our world.
May I say that I have heard
many learned scholars use more
profound language than this, and
I have yet to be personally

offended. Come down to reality
people! This is a cruel world. If

goal
may
plausible.

system

not

sure

answers

someday

seem

be placed in the

the “use of off-campus issues to
disrupt campus life,” I ask that
you climb down from your
pseudo ivory tower and realize
that the college is a part of, and
not separate from, the society in
which you live.
To the Tech Talk staff I say
only that I remember a Tech
Talk capable of formulating its
own opinions, standing on its
own principles and not those of
Reader’s Digest.

Finally, to my

brothers and

sisters
who
know
of the
than a response,
it has the
“violence, bloodshed and arson”
appearance of an attempt to slap
down this new ‘threat’ to college - of Vietnam, Guatemala, and the
USA; and have
‘a common
sterility with one slashing strike
desire to destroy, to annihilate
of the pen. In short, it is the
and to tear down”’ all vestiges of
most
blatant
example
of
imperialism
and
racism,
tedbaiting that I have read ina
college paper in a long time. I regardless of its form: Stand up
and be counted - you are not
am sure that “the destruction of
alone. This is a land of people
society itself” — ‘‘a new type of
and the people will rule this
subversive’’
“links
to
land.
hard-core
professional
communists” and the like, will
Kirk Jones
be all the verbage needed to
LA 67
swing ‘Goldwater Country’ into
B.T.C.C.
action and put the Movement in
Sr. - History-~
its place.
U. of Washington
To those of you worried about

ideals that is trying to make the
phrase “land of opportunity”
more than a line from a song. If
this program receives all the
support that it deserves, that

are

to
problems,
they
represent
potential
solutions.
If the
miserable
individuals
of the
United
States
are
at least
approached, their positions are
not quite as hopeless. VISTA is
one of America’s front-running

should

FORMER STUDENT
CRITICIZES TECH TALK

something like this is going to
offend you, I hope for your sake
that you never leave this secure
little shell you’re in because it
could prove to be tragic. Let’s
start acting like the adults we are
supposed to be, and stop playing
these naive little games.
Respectfully yours,
Suzanne Di Serio
Dear Editor,
This may be a minor gripe,
however, I think most of the
student body shares the same
problem.
According
to our
schedules, we are supposed to

volunteers

Letters

“OTHER” box in the press room. Names will be
withheld on
request, but all letters must bear the author’s signature.
Letters to
the editor do not necessarily reflect the opinions of this
staff. — Ed.

leave

classes
gives

at

12:30.

the

student

This
ten

minutes to get trom class to
class. Ten minutes is sufficient
time. I have found that some
teachers’
favorite
hobby
is
talking after the bell for seven
minutes. That leaves the student
two or three minutes to get to
another class. If you have to go
from Titchner to the S.U.B. you
look like a candidate for the
track team as you flash by. It
would
be very nice if our
esteemed faculty would make a
New Year’s resolution to let usBo Coen:

Ginger Stinavage

POWER?

TO THE EDITOR:
An editorial in the November
27th
issue
of Tech
Talk
launched a vague assault on the
contemporary
‘‘Power’’
movements.
The
author
indicated
that
the
“tragic

reality”

of these movements

is

that not everyone is capable of
obtaining
“authority”.
The

point
was
well
taken
that
“authority
is selective,”
however,
the
author
surely
doesn’t believe that everyone
involved in a movement expects
or even desires administrative
authority. The purpose of the

(Continued on Page 4)

WritingSeminar

CHRISTMAS
EXCUSE

Presents

by P. A. PROSCH — (BTCC)
Mrs.
White
Anglo-Saxon
Protestant invited Mrs. Black
African
Catholic
for
coffee

THE TRUTH LIES.
HIDDEN WITHIN

today; she was overwhelmed
with a feeling of friendship,
Harry Businessman gave a poor
man five dollars, he was struck
with the blessing of giving. Mr.
and
Mrs. American
Agnostic
went
to church last Sunday;
they felt a nearness to God.
John Q. Public took his kids to
see Santa; he wanted to impress
upon them the joy of believing.
Mary and Freddy didn’t fight all
day; they wanted St. Nick to
bring them a lot of presents. The
paperboy left the papers on the
doorstep; he wanted a bonus.

The

neighborhood

The book said, concentrate, I did
Reality from my mind slid
memories or dreams? What were they?
I do not know to this very day
Pleasure and pain seem as one
And everything I had done
Passed on and through my tired brain

Scrooge

What

causes
in

this

strange

behavior?

What

And suddenly it began to rain.

outside force delivers a person
from the depths of prejudice,
hatred,
parsimony,
to
the
heights
of friendship,
love,

generosity?

It is the Christmas

excuse. All year long people
want to be nice to each other
but they can’t. They have ‘“‘more
important”
things
to worry
about. They must protect their
respective reputations.
Though
in an
all white
neighborhood,
the one Negro
woman
must be ignored. The
local housewives must show her
that she does not belong to the
society. At Christmastime the
white women are reminded that
one of the Magi was a Negro,
and
that he, too, paid his
respects to infant Christ. They
also remember that according to
Christian

doctrine

all men

are

But I went into the hot sun
Pure energy, the burning breath
Which men mistake for nothingness
For they withdrew where I went on
And passed the stark oblivion

Into the realm of my lives past
In whose brief view I stood agast
Visions of deeds foul and fell
In my wracked brain began to swell
A boy alone in the far west
In a street, a hole in his breast
A gunfight, nothing dramatic
Just a young man to fanatic
The first “dream” that shone in my head
Had filled me with horrible dread
But on went I, different names
Through past lives of glory and shame

-

equal
regardless
of race
o
religion. They think that if they
show at the time that they are
not prejudiced, they will be
absolved from the guilt for the
prejudice of the year.
Everyday
of the year Mr.
Businessman passes a poor man
on the street and remarks, “If
that man wouldn’t be so lazy, he
could

get

a

job

to

Until at last, in this dream state
I saw life at a long ago date
In a land where ocean is now
And saw what I can’t disavow
There is a world just as is ours
Where men live their lives in glass jars
Where people look, but do not see
Men live false lives, eternally.

support

himself.” During the yuletide
season he forgets that he is a
successful
businessman
who
must
look
after
his
own
interests.
He remembers that
Christ was a poor man, born ina
stable. He recalls the countless
lectures he has heard proving
that in more than 90% of
poverty cases laziness is not a
major factor. He thinks of the
poor man’s children and his own
children. He feels a kinship to
the man, a common bond, a
desire to provide for his family.
He gives the man the money to
try to say to the man

Words of prophets, fortelling doom
There I heard, but laughed in my room
And lived on in my life oflust
But my world was soon turned to dust
For the land shook and the sea rose
New lands were made, the old ones froze
I know now, at a future date
Our world too, must meet the same fate
But men live on, drink vermouth

Yet would you learn the greater truth?
Visions I saw, here’s what they tell
Heaven is there, But there is no hell
Men come back again and again
Trying to climb the ladder toward heav’n
So drink you fools, be full of mirth
For Hell, my friends, is here, on Earth.

“I know

what you feel. I’m trying to
help.”
The
Christmas
season
is a
season of religious observances.
During the year there are few
reminders of religion available to
the average citizen. He becomes
so involved in his own struggle
to survive, he tends to push his
religious obligations aside. He
may even become agnostic to

MANKIND,
| CURSE THEE
Man is the greatest wonder on earth
Yet, he is nothing but dirt.
Man is the noblest creature yet born
But look upon his face with scorn
For who but man will kill for pleasure,
And destroy all for treasure,
And who makes base all that he can touch.
Who hates himself, insomuch
As he can hate another because
Of his skin color. And does
This justify the contempt I feel
For man, who even God’s name, would steal?

allow himself greater freedom to
do the things he wants to do. In
December
the
whole
world
becomes involved with religion,
the birth of Christ, the rebirth of

man.

Old

feelings of piety

revived in the hearts of
staunch agnostics.
Sentimental
memories

are
the

are
dredged up from the bottom of
brains
at this time.
People
remember
the old Christmas,
going to Grandma’s for dinner,
cutting a Christmas tree, waiting
for Santa to slide down the
chimney with a sack of toys.
(Continued on Page 4)

MAGIC

Let nature's wrath strike us in the face.
Loose death’s wins against the human race.
And let Atlantis rise for the sky
So that man can have another try,
At building a Heaven on this earth
That he may look with pride on his birth.

HELPER

5;

chick took my weight — 325 Ibs.

OF GENTLE

structions, my bes oh
She wished me good luck.
December

DREAMS

took

my

15 —

s

7:30 a.m.

Listen, please,
to the Magic Minstrel

had an unloaded squirt gun. He ©
was chewing bubble gum. “Ho,

who, on a soft breeze,

Ho,

Ho,

And

come

sit

upon

tells of aworld
of Love, Peace, and Joy,
with tales to comfort
any worried girl or boy.

Santa’s knee.” He came. He
He chewed. “And what does
good
little boy want
Christmas?” He grinned but

He sings softly

tried again. “What do you want

nothing.

I became

for Christmas,

that never uses

appeared

the chemical MACE;

sat.
this
for
said

anxious.

little boy?”

to be thinking.

He

I gave

him time. He lisped “I want one

of a world where flowers

of those

grow on virgin land

elves you

have at the

North Pole.” I tried to explain:

and man creates more

“Those elves are Santa’s helpers.

than that in his hand;
where rivers and lakes

They work all year to make toys
for all the good little boys and

and precious air

girls. They have to live where it’s

treasures fair.

want an elf!” “But, son, those
elves
would
become
very

offer all live things

very cold.” He was adamant. “I

There is a world,

homesick if you took them away

this Dreamer claims,

from

where justice is just
despite colors or names,
and there is a land
where no man loathes

the

North

Pole.”

He

wouldn’t
give an inch. His
demands became shouts. I tried
to quiet him. “Shut up, kid —
you’re making a scene!” He

his neighbor despite

kicked

money, hair, or clothes.

my

leg. I checked

my

anger. He put his gum in my
beard.
I screamed.
His

The Minstrel’s flute
expands the illusion

“unloaded” gun discharged a
gallon of water in my face. My

and brings mankind
to a hopeful conclusion,

mouth froze. “Git away
me,
kid.
You
lousy

that “bomb” should be
an unpopular play

from
little

&+%‘$@*%+$*@! Go tell your
mother
she wants ya.” He

and “‘war’’ a forgotten
term some day.

shouted back “You just want to
Keep those sexy girls to yourself.
You dirty old man.”
9:20 a.m.
~— back

Listen to the Minstrel

and his words of worth:

employment

Blessed are the meek, for
they'll inherit the earth.

ice

of that, pure little ones

from

beard

Blessed are the peacemakers, for

muttering

.

my

uncontrolably.

and work for the day soon, when:

theyll be called the children

to

the

agency. Cute chick

asked how it went. I broke the

.

and

beard,
Turned

headed

all

the

cried
in

my

home

way:

“+S **L E+ C+ *&G%- - 2?
The story you have just read is

Peace,
T(BTCC)

true. Only the names have been
changed

to protect the innocent.

—_—O-

PONDER THIS
by Anne Klingenholz (BTCC)
“They wrote in the old days that it is
sweet and fitting to die for
One’s country. But in modern war there
is nothing sweet or fitting in
your dying. You die like a dog for no good
reason.”
;
—Ernest Hemingway—
Experience is the child of thought
and thought is the child of
action. We cannot learn men from books.”
f
2
—Benjamin Disraeli, Vivian Grey—
“Do you realize it is not easy to
be absolutely honest with
yourself?”
“We normally build protective attitud
e areas which are very
different to pass through to ourself.””
*
:
—Leonard Andrews—
I am wiser than this man, for neither
of us appears to know
anything great and good: but he
fancies he knows something
although he knows nothing, whereas
I, as I do not know anything, so
I do not fancy I do.”

3
—Socrates, Plato’s Apology of Socrat
es—
Love and war are the same things
and the stratagems and policy
are as allowable in the one as in the
other.”
“4
!
—Miguel de Cervantes, Don Quixote
—
Peace will come soon, and come
to stay, and so comes as to be
worth keeping in all future time.
It will then be proved that among
freemen there can be no successful
appeal from the ballot to bullet
and that they who take such appeal
are sure to lose their cases and
pay the cost.”
—Abraham Lincoln—

’

ag

post in front of the §

Children’s Supermart.
o
9:17 am. — little boy in ane
Navy suit approached me. He

Hush, little ones,

Dream

nyt
—

Just right. She told me to follow a

of a gentle place
The basin of immortality
Had burst forth, blinding energy
Raw power of the naked soul
Left mind and body burned like coal
The severest pain seared my flesh
I felt upon the verge of death
Pull back, my body bid me, run

ee

by P.A. PROSCH — BTCC)
December 10 — 11:45 a.m. — Vi
into the employment © walked
agency, Cute chick behind the
desk. Filled out papers. Cute

MINSTREL

(BTCC)
The sky was dark, the moon was light
For me it was a cold, hard night
I was young, sixteen exactly
Do it now, matter of factly
Look deep inside, don’t be afraid
I’ve been rejected by a maid
whom I had loved, or thought I did
I must know why, my mind had bid.

invited the carolers in for coffee;
he was lonely.
reversal
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The

1968-69

Christmas

Classic began on Friday, December

27, at 7 p.m. In the first game of the

Classic, Wright Junior College of Chicago downed Hudson Valley with 93 points to Hudson Valley’s 67.
Wright had a little difficulty scoring in the first half, but overpowered Hudson Valley’s zone in the last
half.
At 9:00, the Hornets were host to winless Erie Tech. Although Broome Tech is still undefeated and
Erie Tech is Still winless, the game was fairly close and was very exciting. This closeness may have been
due to the lack of competition because Tech’s last game had been two weeks previous to the Classic, or
it might have been due to the fact that Coach Baldwin was saving the team for the final against Wright.
Many spectators faced a slight surprise when the Hornet warm-up began due to the fact that Al Crews,
Al Bullock, Les O’Garro and Ron Zeigler were missing from the line-up. This situation was rectified soon
afterward when these four players arrived (Crews and O’Garro had traveling difficulties due to the road
a
ee
eS
A
Oe
conditions).
The starting five for Broome
Slaughter and Brown were the
Robinson, who played the best
was also a surprise for all, mostly
men to watch.
game of his basketball career at
a surprise for the Wright team
The
Hornets,
starting
Tech, scoring 32 points and
intently
watching
from
the
Robinson,
Crews,
O’Garro,
Reid
4TALK
Page
TECH
1969
9,
January
Thursday,
——
playing such a great all-around
stands. Coach Baldwin put Al
and Garrity, did have difficulties
game that he was voted MVP of
Bullock and Ron Zeigler in for
in overcoming
Wright’s
1-3-1
the
tournament.
Another
regular
starters
Crews
and
offense and at the half Wright
Outstanding
player
was
Joe
O’Garro and also had Robinson,
was leading by two. In the third
Garrity, along with Allan Reid,
Al
Reid,
and
Joe
Garrity
quarter, with Brown out of the
both of which played a great
starting. When Crews finally did
game on fouls, the game was
game
both
offensively
and
come into the game he couldn’t
defensively.
questionable
for both
teams.
find the range and made the
One of the outstanding players
The fact that Brown fouled out
lowest number of points he has
on the defensive side of the coin
compensated for the fact that
made all year, scoring only seven
was Al Bullock. Al played a
Crews was again cold in the
for the game. Al Reid, however,
great defensive game by keeping
shooting department but was
made up for Crews’ bad night by excellent on the boards. Due to
the point men from passing to
playing one of his best games of this stroke
the high scorers. By keeping on
of luck for the
the year and helped to lead Tech
the men from putting their 1-3-1
Hornets
and
the
excellent
to an 85 to 55 victory over still shooting of the team in general,
offense in practical use, Al was
winless Erie Tech.
able to keep Wright from scoring
the Hornets went ahead in the
On Saturday, Hudson downed
as much in the second half as
fourth
quarter
to
stay
and
Erie by 21 points and Erie
they would have.
Broome
Tech won its eighth
remained winless in 1968.
Although Al Crews did have a
Christmas Classic in ten years.
In the championship game at
. poor
night
in scoring,
his
9:00 on Saturday night, the 28,
To Whom should we give the
defensive game was excellent in
Broome had to face one of it’s credit for this win? First, let me
that he made some good saves
toughest competitors to date in say that the classic could not
and did some great work off the
the
form
of Wright
Junior
have
been
won
without
the
boards.
College
of Chicago. Probably
cooperation and teamwork of
This writer and the staff of
Coach Baldwin’s biggest worry
the entire team. But this writer Tech
Talk
would
like
to
in the game was that of being
would like to say that there were
congratulate the team on their
able to overpower the press that
several outstanding players on
brilliant win and would like to
was
used
almost
from
the
the Tech team. First and mostly
wish them the best of luck in the
beginning by the Wright Team.
let us give credit to big Frank
new year.

BALDWINS BOYS ARE
STILL GOING STRONG
by BEVERLY QUICK (BTCC)
Broome Tech’s Hornets went into their 1968-69 Christmas Classic
undefeated for the first time since the early 1960’s. Although Coach
Baldwin had questions in his mind at the season’s beginning, the
team couldn’t possibly look for better standings now.
ee a
Opening
the season with a
fairly easy win over B.B.S. with
Manhattan College in N. Y. C.
a score of 108 to 80, Tech’s
Probably the best reasons for
second
game
with
Jefferson
these wins are Al Crews, Frank
County Community College was
Robinson,
Les
O’Garro,
and
a little tougher. A week later
Alan Reid. Créws, Broome’s top
they managed to chalk up their
scorer could probably make a
third win at Cobleskill 80 points
game score himself if he could
to their 68.
make all his shots. He’s not
The fourth and fifth games
afraid to shoot and his total
were played back at the Hornet’s
points can well prove it.
Nest on December 6 and 7, and
Frank Robinson is our big man
the Hornets twice again managed
under the boards and he, too,
to come out on top. With a 102
has made quite a few points for
to 31 win over Paul Smith’s on
Tech.
Friday, the Saturday night game
Les O’Garro may not have a
with Canton Tech was not quite
high point record, but he can
so easy. At half-time Broome
sure handle the ball well.
was leading by a mere point, but
Alan Reid has been doing well
with the speed and slick ball
too, as has C.C. graduate Joe
handling of Les O’Garro, and the
Garrity. (Joe has good speed.)
twenty-four
points
made
by
Coach Baldwin can’t complain
about guys like Al Bullock, Dave
tremendous ballplayer Al
Crews, Broome Tech toppled the
Monago, or Ron Qeigler either.
Canton team by a score of 84 to
They, too, play a great ball
69.
game.
Since
that weekend
Coach
With the start our team has
Baldwin and the team have put
you might say our chances of
down
Alfred
Tech,
Niagara
going to Kansas City are almost
one-hundred percent.
County Community College, and

BASKETBALL

+404

upped
its record to 4-1 by
Overpowering
Paul
Smith’s
91-51.
In the week’s third test,
Niagara posted its initial triumph
by registering a narrow 75-74

Alfred Tech took over third
place and Canton Tech tightened
its grip on second to highlight
action
in the
Empire
State
Conference last month as teams
completed the 1968 portion of win over Jefferson CC.
the league slate.
Idle Broome Tech (5-0) is now
a game in front of Canton in the
Alfred, which has gotten off to
its best start in three seasons,
battle for the championship.
squared its loop mark at 2-2 by
Action resumed
on Saturday,
knocking
off
defending
Jan. 4, with Erie Tech making its
champion Niagara County CC
first start against Jefferson CC in
74-61.
Meanwhile,
Canton
Watertown.
HIJQ4AL D YDID FHL
y)
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STANDINGS AS OF
DEC. 23, 1968

Broome Tech
Canton Tech
Alfred Tech
Niagara CC
Hudson Valley

Jefferson CC

FSA MEETS
The next Business meeting of
the
Future
Secretaries
Association will be held January
8. At the evening meeting on
January
22,
Broome
Tech
graduates from the secretarial
program will speak on their life

in the business world.
Benson (BTCC)

Excuse
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(Continued from Page 3)
People remember the joy and
mystery of the season and wish
their children to experience the
same feelings. The one bad point
is that
they
blackmail
their
children into behaving under the
threat that Santa won’t bring
them presents.
At this time of the year there
is universal good will toward all
men. There is a regeneration of
piety,
love,tolerance;

generosity, and peace. People
have these feelings all year long
but only at the yuletide season
do they allow them to show
through. The Christmas Spirit
furnishes an “‘excuse”’ for acting
kindly to any and all men.
Can you imagine the kind of
world we would have if the
“Christmas
excuse”
lasted
through the year.
There would be no war, hate,
prejudice,
discrimination,
or
violence. It would be a literal
“Heaven on Earth.”

JANUARY CALENDAR

1-31 - Art ~ MARINE MIDLAND BANK. Opening Kenneth
Probst, One-man exhibition. Sponsored by the Roberson Fine
Arts Society.

1-31 — Art — JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER. Opening
exhibition — ‘“‘American Jewry Through the 18th Century.”*
Wed. 1-31 — Art — INDUSTRIAL BANK. Opening - Elizabeth
Pilotti, One-man exhibition, Sponsored by the Roberson Fine
Arts Society.*
Sun. 5 — Art — ROBERSON TWO RIVERS GALLERY. Robert
Marx, One-man exhibition.*
Wed.

Thurs.

9 - Dance

— ROBERSON

CENTER.

First Chamber

Dance

Quartet.
Sears-Harkness Hall, 8:00 p.m. Audlts: $3.00.
Students: $1.00. Sponsored by the Ballet Associates.
Thurs. 9 — Film — HARPUR FILM SOCIETY. “The Devil is a
Woman.” Theater, 6:45 & 9:15 p.m. Series only.
Fri. 10 — Film — ROBERSON CENTER. “Three by Truffaut.”

Series:

“Shoot the Piano Player.” Sears-Harkness Hall, 8:00
Participating
members:
free.
All others:
$1.00.
Reservations necessary. Call 772-0660.
Sat.
11 — Dance - ROBERSON CENTER. The Lively Arts - a junior
subscription series: Percival Borde and Co. Sears-Harkness
Hall, 1:30 & 3:00 p.m. Sponsored
by the Roberson
Performing Arts Society. Series only.
*Open to the public without charge Dates and events are as
provided at time of publication

p.m.

Power
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(Continued from Page 2)
more
serious
and_
sincere
movements
is to reassert the
power — authority if you like —
of individuals with a common
goal in a government and society
which, due to the magnitude of
the population, is too often

distant and impersonal. Whether
it be the “Love” or “Flower
Power”
assertion
of
human
compassion in a technologically
oriented society, or the ‘“‘Black
Power’’ drive to gain the rights
and respect of a people which
has
been
economically
and
socially suppressed for so long,
or the attempts of various forms
of “Student Power” to gain a
voice in the administration of
the
students’
education,
and
therefore his future, this asserof power
is important in a
government
which derives its
authority
from the citizenry.
The effecting of any change ina
large representative country is
difficult since the elder portion

of the represented body is often
resistant to alteration of the
COMeenpauke
OT
ROWNNNK
system which they have built

Erie Tech
Paul Smith’s

SE

ROBERSON CENTER
Wed.

and
usually
control.
The
vociferousness of the “Power”
groups
is then
necessary
to
expose
and
dramatize
new

concepts.

Without

condoning

the lamentable use of violence in
the
attainment
of projected
goals, I wholeheartedly support

the involvement of people in the
society and government which
they and their descendents must
live in. Anyone involved in a
‘“*Power’’
movement
should
maintain a personal objectivity
of group actions since the loss of
individual
conscience
in a
movement threatens it with the
assimilation
of
fascist
characteristics or at least aimless
disorder.
Tom Dodd i

PEACE
CORPS
IN CONGO
~ WASHINGTON — The Peace
Corps has been invited to send
Volunteers to the Congo, Peace
Corps
Director Jack Vaughn
announced this week.
The Congo becomes the 61st
country in the developing world _
jn which the Peace Corps is
involved in programs to serve.
Twenty
four
are
in
Africa.
Earlier this week Vaughn said
the Peace Corps had agreed to return to Guinea.
Volunteers
will
go
to
Swaziland for the first time next
month in another new program
announced earlier this year.
Vaughn said a Peace Corps
representative will soon go to
Kinshasa, the capital of the
Congo in January to consult
with Congolese officials on ways
to best utilize Volunteers, and
how many.

Volunteers are scheduled to go
to Guinea next spring and to the

Congo, a nation of more than 15
million people, next fall, at the
earliest.
A representative in Guinea last
week worked out details on a
request
by
the
Guinean
government
for
some
20
Volunteers trained as mechanics
in a program similar to one
Volunteers
were
involved
in
when the Peace Corps was asked
to
leave that
West
African
country two years ago.

Currently,
about
3,000
Volunteers serve in Africa.

EXPLANATION
In answer to an unsigned request from a student, Tech
Talk will now explain who “Reb” lee is.
Johanna “Reb” Lee is a field secretary for the United
States Student Press Association. Her Job is to visit college
newspapers requesting aid and teach them how to publish a
newspaper. This all would have been explained in an article
under the photograph of Miss Lee but the material was
accidentally lost somewhere along the line. Tech Talk has
been revitalized since her visit here and the staff has been
working with renewed vigor to put out a better paper. We
of the staff wish to thank the student involved for taking
the time to ask. More students like her are needed on this

campus. We also would like to thank Miss Lee for giving us
some of her very valuable time.
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